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APOTHEOSIS
Dining Table
Waltz closet is an elegant modular clothing storage solution. Made 
with the finest materials, walnut root veneer, black leather, black lac-
quered wood, brass and smoked mirror. Waltz is the ideal closet for 
a luxury master bedroom offering a full customizable organization 
system featuring shelves, rods and drawers. The Waltz is a modular 
piece, allowing different module combinations to better fit into your 
space.

MATERIALS
Body: Brass, Wood, Glass & Leather

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/apotheosis-dining-table?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-diningroom&utm_campaign=newproducts


CHARLA
Dining Chair
Valet Stands are the most sophisticated and smart solution to 
simplify daily routines. The Waltz is an elegant choice that provides 
both style and function. This high-end valet stand provides lots of 
storage with 3 hooks for ties, scarves or belts, a shoe rack, brass 
bars for trousers, a drawer for additional storage, embellished with 
brass hardware, and a hanger for coats and shirts.

MATERIALS
Body: Brass, Wood, Glass & Leather

DIMENSIONS
H 115 cm | 45,28’’
L 52 cm | 20,47’’
D 48 cm | 18,9’’

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/charla-dining-chair?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-diningroom&utm_campaign=newproducts


LITTUS
Dining Table
With a very strong style and sculptural features, the Littus Dining 
Table has come to be recognised by its distinctive spiral.
With the same quality signature of the collection, Littus Dining Table 
embodies handmade techniques such as marble cutting, gold plated 
brass, executed by some of the best craftsman.

MATERIALS
Body: Brass & Marble

DIMENSIONS
H 77 cm | 30,3’’
Diam. 160 cm | 63,1’’

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/littus-dining-table?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-diningroom&utm_campaign=newproducts


GALEA
Dining Chair
Galea is a glamorous dining chair that blends ancient with modern. 
It draws inspiration from an helmet worn by warriors in the Roman 
Empire and is brought to life through traditional production 
techniques. The result is a velvet and leather modern armchair, 
which elegant silhouette ensures it’s perfect for upscale restaurants 
and modern dining rooms.

MATERIALS
Body: Wood, Brass, Leather & Velvet

DIMENSIONS
H 82 cm | 32,28’’
L 66 cm | 25,98’’

GET PRICE

SABOTEUR
Dining Chair
The Saboteur Dining chair is here to bring that old noir movie scene 
vibe into any modern dining spaces, whether private or commercial. 
Made with the finest materials, velvet and brass, the modern dining 
chair is a perfect blend of luxury and comfort and thanks to its 
smooth and simples lines it’s ideal for all types of interiors.

MATERIALS
Body: Wood, Brass & Velvet

DIMENSIONS
H 78 cm | 30,7’’
L 65 cm | 25,6’’
D 60 cm | 23,6’’

GET PRICE
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NURA
Dining Chair
Featuring a uniquely shaped backrest, Nura Dining Chair 
is the ultimate expression of cozy luxury. 
Shaped like an U, Nura is made of leather, brass and wood and 
provides an embracing comfort only found in armchairs with 
the same shape. Ideal for cozy yet glamorous dining rooms and 
restaurants.

MATERIALS
Body: Wood, Brass & Leather

DIMENSIONS
H 68 cm | 26,8’’
L 59 cm | 23,2’’
D 54 cm | 21,3’’

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/nura-dining-chair?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-diningroom&utm_campaign=newproducts
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